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Nuclear Science motivation

Neutrinoless double beta decay

r-process: extrapolation to the dripline and beyond; ties in to other 
nuclear-structure issues

Heavy-ion Collisions: energy deposition; pre-hydrodynamic stage; 
conversion of hydrodynamic output to final-state particles

Mixing different approaches to reaction dynamics→nuclear data 
evaluation with fully quantified uncertainties

Experimental planning

Ultimate goal is to build framework that is generally useful



The team

Ohio U., Daniel Phillips: Nuclear Physics (PI)

Michigan State U., Taps Maiti, Frederi Viens: Statistics;
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Publications so far

Machine-Learning-Based Inversion of 
Nuclear Responses (Wild et al.)  

Does Bayesian Model Averaging improve 
extrapolations? Two toy problems as 
tests (Phillips et al.)  

Lightweight self-conjugate nucleus 80Zr 
(Hamaker,  Jain,  Giuliani, Nazarewicz, Neufcourt, et al.)

Three papers on emulators for 
scattering (Furnstahl et al.; Drischler, Giuliani, 
Quiñonez, Nunes et al.) 

Rigorous constraints on 3NFs in ChiEFT 
from few-body observables (Wesolowski, 
Furnstahl, Melendez, Phillips, et al.) 

→Melendez

https://bandframework.github.io/publications/

https://bandframework.github.io/publications/
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The rest of the talk

Mixing Expansions Sandbox (Semposki, Furnstahl, 
Phillips)  

Parameter estimation + model mixing for HICs 
(Liyanage, Heinz, Plumlee, Surer, Wild)  

Emulation and parameter estimation in 3N 
scattering (Volkotrub, Surer, Nunes, Wild, Plumlee) 

BMEX (Godbey, Giuliani, Nazarewicz)  

Experimental Design Example (Melendez et al.) 

Author lists 
will likely 
expand!

→Giuliani: Tuesday AM
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What if we add a GP?
But we know more: we know that 
the curve is smooth in the 
intermediate region

Add a third function to the mix: a 
Gaussian Process

Train using four points, two on 
either side

Different kernels correspond to 
different smoothness assumptions

Need to check for different 
orders, different training, etc.

GP

Three 
models



Viscous Anisotropic Hydrodynamics: 
Parameter Estimation and Model Mixing
Relativistic HIC simulated 
using a multi-stage model; each 
model calibrated separately

Replace “Free Stream” & 
“MUSIC” by Viscous 
Anisotropic Hydrodynamics

New models to be emulated 
then calibrated using RHIC & 
LHC data

Preliminary emulators here 

→See also Liyanage’s “Transfer 
Learning Emulation” talk Tues. AM

TRENTo Free 
Stream MUSIC iS3D SMASH

VAHOpposite assumptions 
about pre-equilibrium

Initial cond. particlization Transport

Transitions smoothly into MUSIC

Liyanage, Heinz, Plumlee, Surer, Wild, in preparation

https://share.streamlit.io/danosu/visualization_vah/main/streamlit_widget.py


Constraining Three-Nucleon Forces
Three-nucleon forces (3NFs) play a small but critical role in nuclear 
structure and reactions 

Dominant piece of 3NF depends on two parameters: cD and cE

Want to constrain them from neutron-deuteron scattering data

nd observables at a single energy and parameter setting≈20 minutes

And here are 37 parameter settings, together with some data:

Volkotrub, Surer, Nunes, Plumlee, Wild
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Emulation and 3NF parameter estimation

Emulation via PCs

10 PCs are enough

Employ surmise to link emulation 
and calibration and run emcee 
sampler: preliminary calibration of cD 
and cE to nd data at 70 and 135 MeV

Ultimate goal: parallel recent strategy 
using binding energies and radii of 3H 
and 4He, and lifetime of 3H, to 
constrain cD and cE and error model Key role of emulation!

Wesolowski et al., PRC 104, 046001 (2021)

O(θ; cD, cE) =
q

∑
i=1

kiwi(θ : cD, cE) + ϵ

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevC.104.064001


BRICK 🧱
Bayesian R-matrix Inference 
Code Kit

Main piece is a mediator 
between AZURE2 and a 
sampler (emcee for now)

https://github.com/odell/brick

Constrain R-matrix 
parameters from data using 
emcee,  then propagate 
samples to extrapolate

Odell, deBoer, Paneru, Brune, Phillips, arXiv:2112.?????

→Odell/deBoer:  Tuesday PM
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Bayesian Mass Explorer

Updates popular “Mass Explorer”

Masses from EDFs augmented with discrepancy function from a 
GP

GP then calibrated to mass data
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Bayesian Mass Explorer

Updates popular “Mass Explorer”

Masses from EDFs augmented with discrepancy function from a 
GP

GP then calibrated to mass data

https://bmex.dev

M(N, Z) = MEDF j + δ(N, Z; ℓ, σ2)

Giuliani, Godbey, Jain, Nazarewicz, Plumlee, Son, Surer, Wild

A. Hamaker,  R. Jain,  S. A. Giuliani, W. Nazarewicz, L. Neufcourt, et al., Nature Physics (2021)

Ultimately want to mix different 
EDFs to get unified prediction, a 
la recent use of BMA to get best 
prediction for mass of 80Zr

Tin isotopes

https://bmex.dev


Experimental Design Example

Encode experimental goal as utility function (design criterion): U(x), 
that is function of “design points” (observables, experimental 
conditions) x.

Seek x* that maximizes U(x) across space of feasible experimental 
designs x.

UKL(x) = ∫ {ln [ pr(θ |y, x)
pr(θ) ] pr(θ |y, x)dθ} pr(y |x)dy

If we choose to assess using gain in Shannon information cf. prior 
(=KL divergence between prior and posterior for θ) then we have:

Reduces to log of ratio of prior & posterior volumes of parameter 
hyperellipsoids  (“shrinkage”) if model  is linear in y(x; θ) θ

Melendez, Furnstahl, Griesshammer, McGovern, DP, Pratola, Eur. Phys, J. A 57, 81 (2021)



Compton Scattering Application

Determine angles at energies and angles for γp scattering 
experiment that maximize improvement in knowledge of proton 
(scalar & spin) electromagnetic polarizabilties, or—if one prefers 
—any subset thereof
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